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We, the union of twenty seven democratic youth organizations of Belarus, being
created with the purpose of consolidating of youth organizations and initiatives of
Belarus for representation, promotion and defending common interests, exercising
right to freedoms of association and other constitutional rights, represented by the
Governing Body – the Board of “RADA”, make the following appeal:
From August 9 to 17, according to official data, more than 7,000 people were detained in
Belarus throughout the country, most of whom are young people, including underaged.
All this time we have been receiving evidence of inhuman treatment and tortures from
employees of the internal affairs bodies and internal troops in relation to participants of
peaceful actions detained in closed institutions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Also, we
receive facts of refusal to provide medical assistance to detained, at the time of isolation
in closed institutions.
Belarusian and international human rights organizations and volunteers are right now
working on documenting and fixing facts of torture and ill-treatment of citizens by officials
from internal affairs bodies, which were used both in the process of detaining people on
the streets and in houses, and during their stay in closed institutions. Despite the fact that
many are afraid to talk about what happened, and the most terrible facts of torture may
be recorded later, it must be said that minors, women, elderly people, athletes, and
foreign citizens experienced inhuman treatment and violence. There is also video
evidence of physical violence against the arrested, and people talk about the facts of
arbitrary detention by the police.
The seriousness of the torture and humiliation is evidenced by the fact that almost 60
people were taken to the Military Hospital of Minsk alone, to the center of a gunshot injury.
These facts are also documented by volunteers and human rights defenders and we hope
that very soon their work will become the basis for an open and fair investigation, and the
perpetrators will be punished.

Also, we know that under the use of force and torture humiliating human dignity, the
detainees were accused of obtaining foreign funding to participate in peaceful protests,
and threatened with criminal responsibility for organizing mass riots. Some of the
detainees were forced to give false testimony on camera, which was later used on the
broadcast of the official TV channel Belarus-1, in order to discredit demonstators and
deliberately mislead viewers.
We condemn and cannot find any justification for the use of physical violence by officials
against detained and unarmed people in peacetime, based on discrimination.
In all this situation, Minister of Internal Affairs and Minister of Health of the Republic of
Belarus, under the pressure of many facts and evidence, made statements in which they
regarded what was happening as an ordinary situation.
To understand better the true attitude of officials towards people, it is important to mention
that along with the groans that were still heard from behind the walls of the isolation
wards, where the detainees were, on August 13, more than 300 police officers of various
levels were awarded "for impeccable service."
Under pressure from peaceful demonstrators, international community and civil society
organizations, most of the detainees were released from their illegal detention facilities.
At the same time, in addition to those detained in administrative cases, at the moment we
know of at least 13 detainees in criminal cases, accused under Articles 293 (Riots) and
342 (Organization and preparation of actions that grossly violate public order, or active
participation in them) of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Belarus. We fear that, under
the current conditions, these detainees may also be subjected to torture and in order to
induce them to give false testimony. In addition, the described criminal cases can certainly
be considered politicized and have no other basis.
We are glad to note that among the employees of the Ministry of Internal Affairs there are
people for whom the honor and protection of their people is not an empty phrase. Some
of them resigned and some openly say that the ideological work before the elections was
originally carried out with an idea to intimidate employees of the internal affairs bodies
and internal troops in order to provoke them into brutal behavior in relation to peaceful
protests.
We note with great enthusiasm a huge wave of solidarity and mutual assistance in the
Belarusian society, youth and democratic youth organizations who do not stand aside
and actively participate in all processes associated with the events described. We are
very grateful to the people who provide support to the victims by any available means, as
well as the international community that supports the will of the Belarusian people, and
not supporters of cruel and inhuman repressions.
In connection with all of the above,
Guided by the norms of the UN Convention against Torture,

Taking into account article 128 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Belarus "Crimes
against the security of mankind",
Realizing the fallen image of the internal affairs bodies and the complete loss of
confidence in the leadership of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the eyes of the public,
Considering the RADA Statement of August 14,
Recognizing that only an open and universal consideration of the facts of violence and
torture can return a sense of justice to innocent victims and faith in the rule of law on the
territory of the Republic of Belarus,
We demand that
•

Police officers, as well as other officials, immediately stop torturing and illtreatment against peaceful protesters and detainees, and also call and allow
medical aid workers to approach the detainees.

•

Sentences and administrative penalties, fines and receipts for payment for stay in
isolation wards were removed from all those detained at peaceful rallies since
August 9 throughout the country, and all detainees were immediately released due
to the termination of the proceedings.

•

All victims who were subjected to torture and degrading treatment of human dignity
were immediately given access to quality medical care, as well as guarantees of
compensation for physical, psychological and moral harm and costs of restoring
their health.

•

A comprehensive open investigation of all cases of violence and torture was
immediately launched. The employees involved in the incident were immediately
suspended from service pending trial. The perpetrators were identified and
punished in accordance with the laws of the Republic of Belarus.

•

The Presidential Administration and the Ministry of Internal Affairs gave a legal
assessment to the awarding of the personnel of the internal affairs bodies, taking
into account the facts of torture and inhuman treatment of participants in peaceful
assemblies.

For this we call
•

The Prosecutor General's Office to initiate the creation of a public commission to
consider the facts of the use of torture and inhuman treatment. The public
commission on torture should include, in addition to the employees of the
investigative committee, at least 4 representatives of human rights organizations
in Belarus, as well as the UN Committee for the Prevention of Torture. The work
of the Public Commission should be public and daily covered on state media

channels. The results of the commission's work must be submitted to the Supreme
Court for consideration.
•

The Prosecutor General's Office to initiate the creation of a public commission on
the use of violence during peaceful street actions that began on August 9, resulting
in the death of at least 2 people. The public commission on violence should
include, in addition to employees of the Investigative Committee and the Main
Directorate of Internal Security of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, former judges of
the Constitutional Court, at least 2 representatives of human rights organizations,
as well as the UN Special Rapporteur on Belarus, Anaïs Marin. The work of the
Public Commission should be public and daily covered on state media channels.
The results of the commission's work must be submitted to the Supreme Court for
consideration.

•

Acting Minister of Internal Affairs Karev Y. Kh. to cooperate with the investigation
of both commissions, as well as to provide full assistance in the investigation by
the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

We ask
•

The UN Committee for the Prevention of Torture to delegate its representative to
work in Belarus on the facts described above.

•

The international community to share its experience in investigating such crimes
and increase its support for the people of Belarus, and not for officials involved in
inhuman crimes.

